WHAT SOFTWARE WORKS WITH EACH DRIVE?

**Description:**

What software works with each ABB Drive Product?

**Answer:**

DriveWindow Light:
The software DriveWindow Light works with the ACS310, ACS320, ACS350, ACS355, ACS550 and DCS800. The part number for the software and cable is 3AFE64532871. The DriveWindow Light does work with the ACS800 Standard software only and you will need extra hardware part number NPCU-01 FLD OPT.

DriveWindow:
The DriveWindow software works with the following products ACS800 all application software and DCS800. The part number for the software and USB hardware is 3AUA0000040000. An RDCO "DDCS" needs to be installed for the DriveWindow software to work with an ACS800 drive. The DriveWindow software uses channel 3 on the DDCS. The DCS800 will need to have an SDCS-COM-81 or SDCS-COM-82 "DDCS" installed for the DriveWindow software. The DriveWindow software uses channel 3 on the DDCS board.

DriveAP:
The DriveAP software works with the following product ACS800. An RDCO "DDCS" needs to be installed for the DriveAP software to work with an ACS800 drive. Also the computer hardware is the same hardware used for DriveWindow. The part number for the software only without hardware is 3AFE64554468.

DriveStudio:
The DriveStudio software works with the following products ACQ810, ACS850 and ACSM1. The part number for the software and cable is DRIVESTUDIO.

DriveSPC:
The DriveSPC software works with the following products ACS850 and ACSM1. The DriveStudio software is required to be installed on the computer before DriveSPC can be installed. The part number for the software is DRIVESPC.
DriveBrowser:
The DriveBrowser software works with the following products ACS350, ACS355, ACS550, ACS800 and DCS800. The DriveBrowser works with the ACS800 Standard software and only. The part number for the software is 3AUA0000041141.

Documents or other reference material:
None

Corrective Actions:
None